
5 Ways to  

Build an  
Effective  
Change  
Plan



ASSESS THE 
SITUATION… 
Look at your Company Culture  
What are the biggest roadblocks you believe you will face 
with organizational change? If you can identify barriers up 
front, you can plan how to address them proactively. 

Is your leadership team on board with the  
long-term commitment required to see the changes 
through? Support from leadership is a critical component  
to the success of any change plan. 

Review Processes  
Identify opportunities to introduce digital technology  
to help solve a problem, support a new process or help 
staff and clients. In today’s world, there are many programs 
and new technologies that can automate or assist with  
manual tasks. 

Target “low hanging fruit” first to gain momentum. When 
teams see positive changes take effect quickly, they’re more 
likely to accept future changes.

Ask Why  
We are creatures of habit. Sometimes we find ourselves 
doing things just because we have always done them. Ask 
questions! Is your time and effort being put in the right place?  
Is what you’re doing adding value to the organization? Is there 
a way to streamline processes and technology?

ONE



BUILD YOUR 
FOUNDATION…
Define Your Mission 
Having a company mission helps direct and guide 
business decisions. It should focus around what your 
organization does every day to benefit the people you serve. 
After you’ve formed your overall mission, each department can 
then create their own, specifically around what they contribute 
to the company mission.   

Choose a Leader and a Team 
Decide who will lead the charge and who will be on the 
team as Change Agents. Creating lasting change takes a 
village. Make sure to involve all departments and try to include 
a representative from each level of your organization to take 
part in goal development and strategic planning. Involving 
all levels will provide you with different perspectives and help 
create Change Agents who can coach others through the 
upcoming changes. 

Build Relationships Across  
Your Organization  
Work with each department to identify their challenges 
and needs. Have a candid discussion about what is 
working well and what isn’t Communicate often by holding 
regular meetings to share progress on goals and initiatives. 
Keeping teams up to date on what’s happening helps to foster 
a sense of ownership and embrace changes for them - as 
opposed to feeling like the changes are happening to them. 

Define Your Pillars, Solutions, and Goals  
Your pillars will identify what to improve to better support your 
mission and business goals. During departmental conversations, 
you’ll likely notice commonalities in what needs to be improved 
across the organization. Use these commonalities to create your 
pillars by writing simple statements that sum up each change you 
want to make.

From these statements, define the initiatives and goals that will 
impact the pillars. If your pillar is to improve your intake process, 
be specific on how you will measure the success of that goal, i.e.,  
“Improve intake process efficiency by 40%”, what are the initiatives 
that can happen?

Identify How to Measure Your Success 
Create Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) related to your 
goals and. Be specific when defining your KPIs, too. They 
should be measurable and contribute to the overarching goal, 
i.e., if your goal is to “Improve intake process efficiency by 40%”, 
then a KPI could be “Increase efficiency during the intake process 
by decreasing the amount of manual data entry by 25%”. There is 
usually more than one KPI for any given goal.

For organizations first introducing the concept of measuring 
success, identifying how to calculate the percentage of 
improvements can be challenging. Using the intake efficiency 
example, you could try timing each client intake instance without 
any new processes to gather a baseline. Then try new ways to 
improve the speed of your intake process. If you have your  
baseline and your new results, you can calculate the percent  
of improvement. 

Set Priorities  
Prioritize your initiatives so you aren’t trying to do everything 
at once. Stretching teams too thin and instituting copious 
amounts of change at once will hinder your long-term success. 

Build a roadmap with estimated timing for any long-term change 
plans. Giving employees insight into the big picture is a great way 
to generate excitement and get them thinking about how they can 
contribute to the change.



THREE
CHANGE 
MANAGEMENT…
Communicate, Educate, Empathize 
Keep people informed of what the “change team” is 
doing, even if it’s not the final plan. Bringing people along 
for the ride is much more effective than asking them to jump  
on a train that has already left the station.

Make sure everyone understands why changes need to 
occur. Speak to the future benefits, like cost and time savings. 
If you have numbers to back up your plans, share them. When 
you introduce new processes and technology, make training 
people on the new methods a priority.

Try new technologies and processes within the change 
team first. For example, if you are introducing new tools to  
help with collaboration, use them, and not the old tools you’re 
used to. You might find out they’re not the right fit before you 
go large scale. 

Take time to listen. Change is difficult for most people; 
acknowledge what they are feeling and express empathy.  
Offer continuous support – accepting change will not  
occur overnight. 

Find Your Change Advocates 
People fall into one of four categories of  
change acceptance: 

ENTHUSIASTS: Excited for the changes  
and seek opportunities to get involved. 

AMBASSADORS: Speak positively about the  
changes and will get involved when asked.

BYSTANDERS: Neutral parties that don’t have  
strong feelings for or against changes.

SKEPTICS: Change resistant or don’t believe  
changes are necessary. 

Discover your Enthusiasts and Ambassadors, they can 
help coach Bystanders and Skeptics through changes.  
You can also include a Skeptic on your change team; they will 
help you anticipate what kind of resistance you will encounter 
in the organization and are the best people to poke holes in 
your strategies. The most powerful example of effective  
change is converting a Skeptic to an Enthusiast. 



MEASURE & 
REPORT…
Make sure all your internal data is coming from a single 
source, so metrics are true and accurate. This is harder than 
it sounds; it will most likely require a lengthy discovery period.

Be diligent in measuring your success and share results 
frequently, even if they’re undesirable. Transparency is a 
good thing. If you are not meeting your goals, figure out why. 
Sometimes the goal was unrealistic, or the data was incorrect. 
Rally around goals that are not being achieved and try new 
things to move the needle. 

PREPARE TO 
ITERATE…
Organizational change is ongoing, so be flexible. As you 
get further along in the process you may find better ways of 
accomplishing your goals. You may need to shift priorities or 
create a new goal. Don’t just stick to the plan because it’s 
the plan. If you find a better way, go for it. Just be sure to 
Communicate, Educate, and Empathize. 

Failure is okay. Learn from it and course correct. 

Listen to feedback. Sometimes plans work in theory, but  
not in practice. Be willing to accept when something is not 
working and adjust accordingly.



Over time, you can 
accomplish a lot   
One of our mistakes 
was trying to start and 
implement too many 
projects at once. This almost 
overwhelmed the system. It’s 
better to limit the projects and 
spread them out over time. 
Most things that seem like 
emergencies aren’t. They can 
wait until the team is ready.

Everything ALWAYS takes longer  
than you thought   
Be prepared for many delays. Whatever your estimated time 
frame, be prepared for it to take LONGER.

People have feelings   
Feelings, by definition, are not logical. Pointing out the 
logic for why people should not feel the way they feel is 
NOT LOGICAL! To effect change, accept people’s feelings 
and do not argue with them. Just support people through the 
process while validating that it is okay to feel the way they feel. 
Accepting people’s feelings is more important than proving 
that you are right. It is certainly more important and more 
effective than proving that the other person is wrong. Feelings 
are never right and never wrong. They are FEELINGS.

SOME 
ADVICE

from Salisbury Management CEO, Paul Volosov, Ph.D

Let’s face it, change is difficult and scary, but possible. 
Having gone through the change process himself, 
CEO, Paul Vosov has a few words of wisdom for those 
starting on their journey.



Creating more positive 
client outcomes, together.
Welligent provides a fully integrated, cloud-based EHR 
platform and mobile apps to help you work smarter. We 
have complete solutions that can streamline your practice 
management, clinical documentation, revenue cycle and more. 

As a partner, we take the time to understand your needs and 
your organization’s workflows to simplify your EHR experience 
from decision point through implementation–and beyond. With 
high-touch support teams focused on you, you can focus on 
the people in your care.

Together we can better serve behavioral health, human 
services, public health, foster care, I/DD, and student health 
communities across the country. 

757.213.5960  |  5005 Colley Ave. Norfolk, VA 23508  
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